NMDA Bill McMullin Clinic at Cool Country Farm in Algodones, NM
Accolades for clinician Bill McMullin (USEF “R” Judge)
“I loved it. He is a very good teacher and I like this systematic approach he has…
I hope he comes back more often to teach”
“It was so much fun to meet and work with Bill”
“Thanks for organizing such a great clinic”
“I had great fun. Bill is excellent”
“…had a blast!”
It was a sunny, warm, yet breezy weekend for 2 1/2 days of riding dressage with USEF “R” judge
Bill McMullin. All rider/horse pairs showed great improvement over the weekend, including several
youngsters that hadn’t “been off the farm” much! There was much to be gleaned from a total of 11
different horses, varying in skill level from Training through 3rd, including one schooling passage!
Bill is a variable font of training information with which to apply to you and your horse and provides
individualized exercises to get the best out of both horse & rider. Everyone had good rides, and
went home with plenty of exercises to keep them going for the foreseeable future. And the potluck/
lecture, “From the Judge’s Perspective”, although lightly attended, was both very informative
regarding judges’ education/training, arena geometry, and yummy food! Bill fielded a host of varying
questions, regarding the judge’s “labor of love” and commitment to fair judging. A “fun”, learning
weekend was had by all!
Many thanks go out to: Wendy Wilkins for her assistance with the riding clinic after the RRR
cancellation; Kathleen Martin for her stalwart doggedness regarding the rented sound system; Sue
Milovina for being scribe/scorer for the Ride/Re-Ride test; Marlane Barnhouse, facility owner for her
flexibility in making the round pen available to riders and “shadow” scribing; and Jayne Stewart for
hosting the potluck dinner/lecture. And of course, many, many thanks to Bill McMullin for being
flexible in his schedule/plans to accommodate a totally restructured day after cancellation of the
Ride/Re-Ride clinic at Vista Sandia.

